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ACHIEVEMENTS
We are glad to share with all that our budding skater Kumari
M. Thansi of Grade 1 had participated in the 29th All India Roller
Relay Skating Championship held at Srinivasan Sports Complex,
Tirupati in the month of February. She was awarded with three
bronze medals. Kudos to the little champion!!

Competitive examinations will help students to
enhance their analytical, problem solving and
competitive spirit. Students are exposed to
various science, general knowledge, English and
mathematics Olympiad conducted by Science
Olympiad Foundation(SOF)
These students have made us proud!!!
Congratulations students!!!

"Dance is the most purest form of the fine arts"It
is the medium in which one can portray their
feelings through expressions and hand
movements. One of our young dancers
Aakanksha. KR of grade-3 secured 'Natya Ravali'
Award (2019) for her outstanding performance in
Bharathanatyam ,conducted by "RANGASTHALA
SAKALA VRUTHI KALAKAARULA SANKSHEMA
SANGHAM" At Viswam High School, Jeeva Kona,
Tirupathi on 10th February 2019.

COMMUNITY SERVICE CLUB

Edify School Community Service Club(CSC) is actively into the service mode. As a part of February month's activity
students of CSC have contributed and distributed writing pads and stationery kit which is the need of the hour for
the upcoming board examinations.
Our Director Mr.P .Praneeth along with club in charges Mr.Subbarayudu & Mr.Prakash have distributed these
among students of grade X at Nehru Municipal School on February 17,2019.

ASSEMBLAGE
Means of conveyance

Students of Grade I gave an interesting assembly presentation on different means of transport that have emerged
over time. Transportation is basically a way for a person to travel from one place to another. Students enacted as
different means of transport such as aeroplane, ship, bus etc and explained about them.
No job big or small, community helpers serve us all

Grade III students presented a skit on community helpers. Students enacted as doctor, police, cab driver and a good
neighbour. They explained the role of community helpers in a community and how they help us in our day to day life.
It was a self-explanatory presentation.

Prepositions are “where its at”
An assembly presentation was given by Grade II students on prepositions. Students held the
placards of different prepositions. They gave an example for each preposition and also showed it
in action. It was an informative presentation.

Our greatest resource is our time
Punctuations make sense

Grade I students explained
about “Time”. Students used a
hand- made clock and
explained its parts. They also
showed different timings on the
clock and explained the activity
they perform in that time. They
concluded by saying “use time
wisely”.

Grade I students presented about punctuation marks.
Understanding and proper usage of punctuation marks play
an important role in our writing and reading skills. Students
showed the placards of different punctuation marks. They
gave an example and explained the usage of each mark.

Angles in Triangles

Grade V students explained about angles. They explained about angle, types of angles such as
zero angle, acute angle, right angle etc using a clock. They adjusted the hands of the clock to
show different angles. It was a creative presentation.

Special Assemblage
Matrubasha Dinotsavam
“If you talk to a man in a language he understands, that goes to his head. If you talk to him in his
language that goes to his heart”. - Nelson Mandela
On 21st February 2019 International Mother Language Day was held with enthusiasm and
festivity at Edify School Tirupati to promote awareness of linguistic and cultural diversity and
promote multilingualism. Students of Grade 8th and 9th recited Telugu and Hindi poems and
also some beautiful Slokas from Sanskrit. Ms. Krishnaveni, Telugu faculty narrated the
importance of mother tongue.

National Science Day

"Science is the beautiful gift to humanity we should not distort it ..." We
had observed science week at Edify which commenced on Feb 25, 2019
and concluded on Feb 28, 2019."National Science Day".
Edifiers learn through observation and exploration Students have
demonstrated many experiments related to "test for starch and protein in
given food sample ","presentation on oxygen cycle”, hydraulic lift, "Air
cooler and water sprinkler". The students also have performed a dance on
3R's and urged their fellow friends to practice the same.

“Science is a poetry of Reality”
Edify School Tirupati observed science week from Feb 25th to 28th 2019. Students of grades 6th,7th
and 8th presented experiments, models, 3R song and brought awareness about science. Science
Week culminates in National Science Day, which takes place each year on 28 February to
commemorate C.V. Raman’s discovery of the Raman Effect.

Guest Lecture
"No Job too big or small, Community helpers serve us all"
Today our Grade III students had an interactive session with few of our community helpers in our
school community as the current Inquiry Module is dealing with community and community helpers.
Mr. Suresh, the supervisor, Mr. Satish, the coach, Ms. Veena, the nurse, Mr. Ashok, the attender in
Admin department and few attenders and helpers explained their role in the school. The children
clarified their doubts and showed lot of interest and at the end of session, they thanked them.

Field Trips
“A village is a hive of glass, where nothing unobserved can pass”
Grade III students visited the village Mullapudi near Tiruchanoor as the current on going Inquiry
Module deals with types of communities. Students experienced the dusty plains, fresh air, green
fields, houses with open space covered with vegetation. The herd of goats, cocks, the transportation
facilities like tractors and animal driven carts excited the students. This field trip helped the children to
gain better understanding on rural community.

“It is difficult to understand the universe if you only study on a planet”
As the current inquiry module of Grade V deals with Universe and planets, a field trip was planned to
visit the “Regional science centre”. Students learnt more about all the planets, dwarf planets and
other heavenly bodies in our universe. They enthusiastically observed the models of artificial
satellites and rockets.

Trip to Chandragiri Fort
On Feb 4th 2019 grade VII had a historical ride to the past . The field trip was organized by Edify
School Tirupati to Chandragiri Fort. Chandragiri Fort is a historical fort, built in the 11th century
although mostly associated with the Vijayanagara Kings it was built much earlier in 11th century by
the Yadava Naidu Kings. Medieval history being a part of the curriculum it was more exciting for the
students to go beyond books. Students saw statues made with “lost wax techniques”. Students also
saw some of the original documents that was used during those period. Students were mesmerised
by the architecture and the sculptures that was displayed in the museum as well as the ruins of the
complex.

Help your child overcome test anxiety
Make sure your child eats well
A balanced diet is vital for your child's health, and can help them to feel well during exam periods.
Help your child get enough sleep
Good sleep will improve thinking and concentration. Most teenagers need between 8 and 10 hours'
sleep a night.
Be flexible during exams
Be flexible around exam time. When your child is revising all day, don't worry about household jobs
that are left undone or untidy.
Help them to study
Make sure your child has somewhere comfortable to study. Ask them how you can best support
them with their revision.
Talk about exam nerves
Remind your child that feeling anxious is normal. Nervousness is a natural reaction to exams. The key
is to put these nerves to positive use.
Encourage exercise during exams
Exercise can help boost energy levels, clear the mind and relieve stress. It doesn't matter what it is walking, cycling, swimming, football and dancing are all effective.
Make time for treats
Think through with your child some rewards for doing revision and getting through each exam.
Rewards don't need to be big or expensive. They can include simple things like making their favourite
meal
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Achievement

We are glad to share with all that our budding
skater master M. Lavith Varma of IK-II had
participated in the 29th All India Roller Relay
Skating Championship held at Srinivasan Sports
Complex,Tirupati in the month of February. He
was awarded with two silver and one bronze
medals. Kudoos to the little champion!!

Certificate Distribution Ceremony

Field Trips
“Our children discovered in a shopping centre!”
As a part of reinforcing the EVS concepts of “Food We Eat” , “Clothes We Wear”, “Toys ”and “Gadgets”
our IK-I little ones had visited Big Bazaar. They had hands on experience of understanding various food
categories and various types of clothes. Field trip was a good source for kids to get practical feel of the
concept along with fun.

“Zoo: an excellent place to study the habits of human beings”.
As our current IM 3 is dealing with topics like animals birds and transport our IK-II children were taken
to zoo to sensitize about the animal and birds kingdom and various existent species. Jumping with
excitement students witnessed numerous animals which they had only seen on their television sets.
They all became so fond of their surroundings that none of them wanted to leave the place.
In true sense, this visit to the zoo helped our students co-relate the concepts they had been learning in
class with real life experiences.

“In Science ..... we can inspire Something.... every discovery,
however small is a permanent gain”.
As a part of our ongoing IM which talks about 'Seasons' 'Rotation', 'Revolution' , 'Planets' and 'Solar
system', IK-3 tiny tots were given an opportunity to visit The Regional Science Centre.
The children were fascinated by seeing the Planetarium, galleries, Prehistoric Life Park, space
launchers and many more. The mannequin of astronaut, left the toddlers astonished!! The tour was
indeed truly sightseeing and memorable.

“Cognizant traffic signs activity by IK-II traffic sergeants”
Traffic signs are the silent speakers on the road. Traffic signs give information about the road
conditions ahead, provide instructions to be followed at the major crossroads or junctions, warn or
guide drivers, and ensure proper functioning of road traffic. Being unaware of road signs is akin to
throwing caution to the wind. It can lead to loss of life and property. As a part of our IM-3 which deals
with the topic traffic signs, we demonstrated the importance of traffic signs in our everyday life.
Children placed the traffic signs of 'No Parking', 'Men at Work', 'No U-turn', 'No Horn', 'School Zone',
'Pedestrian Crossing' and 'Zebra Crossing' near our school premises.

Activities
“Euphoric airways activity by our aviators”

“Zealous land ways activity by our IK-II road hogs”

“Matchless waterways activity by our IK-II mariners”

Pink Day
“Pink is the colour of the perfection”
Fascinating hues of pink signifies love, beauty and kindness. To make the children explore more about
the pink colour, today we celebrated pink colour day at Edify. Children were clad in pink dresses
walked into the school looking like beautiful butterflies and Bardies. Children were involved in an
outdoor activity to show the shades of pink with pink sarees. They showed great involvement
throughout the activity by dancing and playing in the garden. It was wonderful to see our lovely pink
butterflies in our lovely green garden.

Colouring, Drawing and Collage making competition

Parents can:
Ÿ Limit the number of hours in front of the TV to one to two a day and ensure
kids watch quality programs rather than unhealthy or inappropriate shows
Ÿ Watch TV with kids to monitor the content they watch and encourage
watching informational, educational, and interactive content
Ÿ Keep TV sets away from the bedroom and turn off the TV at the end of the
show to stop TV addiction
Ÿ Keep TV watching as a reward for achieving milestones in daily life rather than
as a pastime

